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Who else but Joseph Wambaugh could
write a joy, a hoot, a riot of a book that is
also acclaimed as one of this seasons best
crime novels? Thats howThe New York
Times Book Review and Time,
respectively, described his last novel,
Finnegans Week. Nobody writes a faster,
funnier, more satisfying tale of cops and
criminals, the high life and lowlifes that
Wambaugh--and Floaters is his sharpest
yet.Mick Fortney and his partner Leeds
manage to cruise above the standard police
stress-pools
of
coffee
and
Pepto-Bismol--theyre water cops in the
Club Harbor Unit, manning a patrol boat
on San Diegos Mission Bay. A typically
rough days detail consists of scoping out
body-sculpted beauties on pleasure craft,
rescuing boating bozos whove run aground,
jeering at lifeguards, and hauling in the
occasional floater who comes to the
surface.But now their days are anything but
typical, because the Americas Cup
international sailing regattas have come to
town and suddenly San Diego is swarming
with yacht crazies of every nationality, the
cuppies who want to love them, and the
looky-look tourists, racing spies, scam
artists, and hookers who all want their
piece of the action. Its the outstanding body
and jaunty smile--full of mischief, full of
hell--of one cuppie, a particularly fiery
redhead named Blaze, that gets Leeds and
Fortneys attention. First Leeds drowns in
frustratingly unrequited boozy love from
afar. Then, with her increasingly odd
behavior, Blaze tweaks every one of their
cop instincts, alerting them that somethings
not quite right on the waterfront.Indeed,
Blaze will soon lead Detective Anne Zorn
and Mick Fortney along a bizarre criminal
trail that would be hilarious if it didnt wind
up just as nasty as it gets, with a pair of
murders right on the eve of the biggest
sailing race of all.Filled with all of Joseph
Wambaughs
trademark
skills--laugh-out-loud writing, crackling
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dialogue, outrageous excitement, and, of
course, plenty of raunchyveteran cops who
leap off the page--Floaters is Wambaugh at
the very to of his form.
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Floaters - Diagnosis - NHS Choices Although floaters are usually harmless and dont significantly affect your vision,
you should have your eyes checked by an optician on a regular basis (at least Floaters in Vision - American Academy
of Ophthalmology Floaters are deposits of various size, shape, consistency, refractive index, and motility within the
eyes vitreous humour, which is normally transparent. Spots and Floaters - American Optometric Association Floaters
are caused by small pieces of debris that float in the vitreous humour of the eye. The retina is the light-sensitive tissue
lining the inside surface of the back of the eye. Some people may have posterior vitreous detachment (PVD), where the
vitreous jelly comes away from Floaters - WebMD Floaters in the Eye - Look After Your Eyes Floaters. What are
they and when should you worry? Eye Floaters: Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment - WebMD The medical name for
floaters is muscae volitantes. Floaters can be seen in many different forms, including dots, threads, or cobwebs. Floaters
may seem to dart What you can do about floaters and flashes in the eye - Harvard Treating floaters. In most cases,
floaters dont cause significant problems and dont require treatment. Eye drops or similar types of medication arent
effective Eye floaters - Mayo Clinic Spots (often called floaters) are small, semitransparent or cloudy particles within
the vitreous, which is the clear, jelly-like fluid that fills the inside of your eyes. Eye Floaters: Laser Treatment,
Symptoms, Causes - All About Vision Most floaters are small flecks of a protein called collagen. Theyre part of a
gel-like substance in the back of your eye called the vitreous. As you age, the protein fibers that make up the vitreous
shrink down to little shreds that clump together. The shadows they cast on your retina are floaters. Spots and Floaters American Optometric Association Sometimes a section of the vitreous pulls the fine fibers away from the retina all at
once, rather than gradually, causing many new floaters to appear suddenly. Images for Floaters Eye floaters are spots in
your vision. They may look to you like black or gray specks, strings or cobwebs that drift about when you move your
eyes and appear to Floaters and Flashes Kellogg Eye Center Michigan Medicine Floaters in vision appear as
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shadows moving across vision cast by specks floating in the eye. What Causes the Freaky Floater Phenomenon in
Your Eyes? Eye floaters Comprehensive overview covers causes, symptoms, complications of this usually harmless
vision-related phenomenon. Floaters and Flashes Treatment - American Academy of Floaters appear as black spots
or strands across the eyes. Occasionally an increase in floaters can be a sign of problems inside the eye. Floaters
Prevent Blindness Sometimes a section of the vitreous pulls the fine fibers away from the retina all at once, rather than
gradually, causing many new floaters to appear suddenly. Eye floaters: MedlinePlus Medical Encyclopedia Eye
floaters most commonly occur as a result of age-related changes in the vitreous, the jelly-like substance that fills your
eyeballs and helps maintain their Floaters - NHS Choices Eye floaters can be clumpy or stringy light or dark. They are
caused by clumps or specks of undissolved vitreous gel material floating in the dissolved gel-like fluid (vitreous) in the
back of the eye, which cast shadows on the retina when light enters the eye. Floaters - Causes - NHS Choices Learn
about causes and treatments of eye floaters. Eye floaters may be bothersome, but they are not dangerous. Read about
laser treatments for eye floaters. Floaters National Eye Institute Floaters is a condition that refers to the flying flies or
dots that are sometimes seen moving in a persons field of vision. Eye floaters Symptoms - Mayo Clinic Floaters are
small shapes that some people see floating in their field of vision. Floater - Wikipedia Spots (often called floaters) are
small, semitransparent or cloudy particles within the vitreous, which is the clear, jelly-like fluid that fills the inside of
your eyes. What Are Floaters and Flashes? - American Academy of Flashes and floaters - Moorfields Eye
Hospital Your Questions About Flashes and Floaters Answered: To view all 5 of the videos in this series, click on the
icon in the upper left of the video screen. Eye floaters Causes - Mayo Clinic Floaters and flashes are a common sight
for many, but they can be a warning sign of trouble, especially when they suddenly appear or become Eye Floaters:
Laser Treatment, Symptoms, Causes - All About Vision Read our article and learn more on MedlinePlus: Eye
floaters. Floaters & Flashes - Singapore National Eye Centre You may sometimes see small specks or clouds
moving in your field of vision. These are called floaters. You can often see them when looking Eye Floaters
Treatment, Causes, and Symptoms - MedicineNet If you have had eye floaters for some time, there is generally no
need to worry. But if you encounter a sudden increase in floaters, or begin to see flashes in your
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